SINK Nomenclature

**ALBD6405P-1/3**

- Accessible by wheelchair (ADA)
- Ledge Back
- Double Bowl
- Premium (18ga steel)
- 3 faucet holes

Dimensions:
- 16" bowl (front to back)
- 14" bowl (left to right)
- 05 bowl depth of 5"

3.5" waste assembly (the 1st size we ever made)
CLASSROOM SINK Nomenclature

ALBLS4605P-1/2

ADA: Accessible by wheelchair

Single bowl:
- 14" bowl (front to back)
- 16" bowl (left to right)
- 05 bowl depth of 5"

Premium (18ga steel)

3.5" waste assembly (the 1st size we ever made)

Ledges Back & Left

(14"x16"x5")

2 holes for faucet & bubbler
HAND WASH Nomenclature

HWS1420P-00

Hand Wash Sink

14" bowl (front to back)
20" bowl (left to right)

Premium (18ga steel)

Basin does not accept a waste plug for hygienic reasons
OV1420U/5

- Overflow
- Vanity
- 14" bowl (front to back)
- 20" bowl (left to right)
- Undermount
- 5" deep

Dimensions:
- 14 [348 mm]
- 20¼ [514 mm]
- 5 [127 mm]
SCULLERY Nomenclature

**RDL2448-1/2**

- **Restaurant** on **Legs**
- **Double bowl**
  - 24" bowls (front to back)
  - 48" = bowl widths added together
- **2** faucet holes
- **3.5" waste assembly** (the 1\textsuperscript{st} size we ever made)
HOSPITAL Nomenclature

SSU1-2016-00

Surgeon Scrub Up 1 Bowl

(20" x 16")

20" overall front to back
16" overall left to right

00 No faucet

19\(\frac{3}{4}\) [502 mm] (rounded to 20)

16 [406 mm]
WALL HUNG BASIN Nomenclature

WHB1617/316-3/1

- **Wall**
- **Hung**
- **Basin**

(16” x 17”)

- **16” bowl (left to right)**
- **17” bowl (front to back)**

Type **316** corrosion resistant steel

1.5” waste assembly with rubber stopper

1 faucet hole
ACCESSORIES Nomenclature

RODX619

- Rodan series
- \( X = \) satin finish
- Sequential # assigned to accessories
ACCESSORIES Nomenclature

**XINX617**

- **XIN** = Xinox series
- **X** = satin finish
- Sequential # assigned to accessories

- **XINX616** (foam soap)
- **XINX617** (liquid soap)
- **XINX625** (touch free)